ACCI Home Study Training

ACCI offers a free two-hour training seminar that demonstrates how its cognitive restructuring
curriculum can successfully meet the criminogenic needs of offenders. If a counseling program
cannot meet these needs, then it cannot effectively reduce recidivism rates.
ACCI’s curriculum has proven to challenge faulty thinking errors and help adult and juvenile
offenders overcome their self-defeating thoughts and behaviors. In a sense, most offenders are
subconsciously programmed for self-destruction. If we never change criminal thinking, we can never
change criminal behavior.
Criminal problems are well understood, but what are the solutions? The objective of this training is
to provide evidence-based solutions and demonstrate in real-time the format of ACCI’s cognitive
restructuring home study workbooks. We also explain how the home study program can be used in
conjunction with motivational interviewing and other group oriented approaches.
As part of the training, the trainer will introduce one of ACCI’s newest workbooks, New Directions
Offender Responsibility Lifeskills Course for Home Study. Some of the topics covered will be:
Criminal Scripting
Self-deception
Anger Avoidance

Denial/Blaming
Criminal Intent
Criminal Thinking

Self-justification
Living Below 500
Peer Pressure

How can this program be used?
	Diversion
Intervention/ Prevention 		Sanctions
Alternative to incarceration	Risk Reduction	Early Termination
What are some of the benefits of using ACCI’s cognitive restructuring home study program?

	Reduced recidivism
Less revocations
	Reduced case loads
Free web based referral system			
Change in offender behavior
Less denial and blaming
Increased responsibility	Reduced costs
We look forward to coming to your location and sharing this program with you. Each office will
receive a free set of sample workbooks and other training material, and each participant with receive
a certificate of participation. In addition, we will also demonstrate our new web-based automated  
referral system: lifeskillslink.com. No one entity can be successful with criminal offenders; it takes a
cooperative effort. For more information on our organization, see offendercorrections.com.
To prepare and register for this training, please visit: lifeskillslink.com and create your free
account by clicking on the button that says: “New Judicial User Start Here.” This web site works best
with Internet Explorer®, version 7 or higher, Mozilla Firefox®, or Google Chrome®. Contact us now
to set up your on site or webinar training for your agency.
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